
Flexion Mobile supports Huawei to deliver a strong
Google alternative for Android games
The leader in the alternative Android games market supports Huawei's new non-Google devices with
strong line-up of games

LONDON, 25th of February, 2020 – Flexion Mobile Plc (Nasdaq: FLEXM), the Android games distribution company yesterday
participated in Huawei Developer Day Online Summit, one of several Huawei online events focussing on new devices and Huawei
services. The most important news for Flexion was the announcement that the flagship device Huawei P40 will be launched in Paris on
the 26th of March 2020 without Google services such as Google Play. Flexion throws its weight behind Huawei's Android services
framework, Huawei Mobile Services (HMS), and will support the upcoming non-Google devices with a strong line-up of games as Flexion
believes an alternative to Google Play is needed for game developers. Flexion has in the last 12 months signed a portfolio of top grossing
games that generates more than USD $30m per month in Google Play. By forming a strong marketing and technical partnership with
Flexion, Huawei can work with many of the top developers on the new HMS devices without requiring them to rebuild their games. To view
the above event, please use the following link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hA1g5fiUWvI&feature=youtu.be&t=1897

Flexion has strategic partnerships with a number of key channels such as Huawei, Samsung  Xiaomi, Onestore and Amazon to
help game developers reach a wider audience outside Google Play.
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About Flexion Mobile Plc: 

Flexion offers a distribution service for free-to-play Android games. Using the service games can distribute in multiple channels such as Amazon,
Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi and leading regional distribution channels in India, South Korea and Japan. These are channels that developers are struggling to
reach and support. At the core of Flexion's service is the patented enabling and enhancement software that converts developer’s existing Android games
into specific game versions for the new stores without any work required by the developers. Flexion Mobile Plc is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth
Market, Shortname: FLEXM. Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se.

"We are very proud to support Huawei's HMS and AppGallery from the beginning. They have the potential to be a much
needed game changer for the industry and given the popularity of Huawei devices we think it could be a substantial opportunity
for both Flexion and game developers over time", says Flexion Mobile CEO Jens Lauritzson.


